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February 11, 1976
Mr. William Anders, Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Conission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Dear Mr. Anders:
In light of charges made by Robert Pollard,
NRC project manager, I urge that you suspend
licensing procedures for Indian Point No. 3
pending a state investigation.
In addition, I urge you to imediately
release the nuclear safety information that I
requested under the Freedom of Information Act
on January 20.
I enclose a full statement of my views on
the situation regarding Indian Point No. 3, and
an explanation of the above requests.
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The numerous -!angers
inherent in operating nuclear Tower
-Plants are so aPnarent that
even the neonle most committed to nuclear
Dower are risking,
their
renutations
and their
livelihoods
to force

long-suppressed information into view.

Mow we have a charge by Robert Pollard, project manager

safety evaluations at the

for,

M'[uclear Regulatory Commission, that the
Indian Point nuclear Dlants threaten the health and safety of
millions of neople in the Greater ew York area. Because of the.
utmost seriousness of these revelations, Governor Carey and other
State officials have an immediate responsibility to Drotect the peoDle
livine, within the radiation reach of these Diants.
I have been in close contact with Robert Pollard since
mid-January. After he submitted his resignation at that time, offic
ials at the N!RC denied the importance of his charges and immediately
limited the scope of his inquiry. initially, 'Mr. Pollard had been
Dromised access to all files necessary to substantiate his charges..
of unexamined safety, 'roblems, both at Indian Point NTo. 2 and ..To. 3
and at many other nuclear reactors throughout the nation.
Anattempt
was made to restrict the topics of his final report. Mr. Pollard's.
attorney then consulted with the House Government Operations 'Subcom-:
mittee on Information and Individual Rights, which I chair. After
thce Subcommittee counsel telephoned Peter L. Strauss (counsel for the
NRC) * Mr. Pollard was allowed greater access to NRC files for the
remainder of his neriod of employment.

..
'

However, Mr. Pollard has charged that crucial evidence of the
agency's withholding of information on safety problems exists in the
NRTC internal files. On January 30, citing the provisions of the
Freedom of Information Act, I formally requested the NTRC to provide. .
me with the following material:
1) The corresnondence between "r.
Pollard, Mr. W'illiam A.
Anders, chairman of the ",NRC, and Mr. Gary Simpson (11r. Pollard's
attorney) concerning Mr. Pollard's access to NRC files for thei.
purpose of substantiating his charges.
.
2) Mr. Pollard's January 23 interim report listing unresolved
safety problems at Indian Point.
3) The December 1975 'Technical Rafety Activities Report,.
and previous issues of this report issued since December 1974...
I have been informed by Mr. Pollard that this third item. is an---updated
compendium of continuing unresolved nuclear safety problems,',with
roughly one problem on each of its several hundred pages.. Release of
this quarterlv nublication will finally demonstrate the extent of the....
NRC's willinYness to license plants now and ask questions about
.
safety later..
.
Since all of this material is either in published form, or is.:
corresnondence involving '1r. Pollard, and none could under the most.
extreme definition be called classified national security information,...
see no reason why this information should not be released immediate
ly, rather than within the 30 days provided by the statute.
in addition, 'i"r. Pollard, whose formal term of emlo yment ends.
February 13, should be allowed access to files at the :TRC headquarters
for as long as he recuires to produce a substantive and com'rehensive
documentation of his charges.
As for the specifics of the Indian Point nuclear ,lants,
Pollard has cited three principal dangers:

!1r.

1) Lack of separation between electrical and instrument cables
which jeopardize emerpency Jackum-,, systens;
2) Problems with backuD diesel generating facilities;
3) Danger of overloaded pumps and turbines, leading to the
possibility that a loosened flywheel could turn into a high-velocity
missile, Duncturing the nuclear container and releasing radioactive.
material into the atmosphere.
:--..
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Pace Two.
Until these questions have been resolved, Indian Point No. 2
should be shut down, and Indian Point No. 3 should not be licensed
for oDeration.
I have questioned the safety and the economics of these plants
since their inception. Beginning in April 1975, I attempted to
block the sale of Indian Point No. 3 to the Power Authority of the
State of New York (PASNY).
In general, the State authorities involved
took Con Edison's word about this plant, and they failed to consider
my objections, as well as those of many other elected officials and
concerned citizens.
On January 19, before Mr. Pollard's story became
known, I called unon the State Le,7islative Commission on Energy
Systems to investigate the circumstances

plant.

surrounding the

sale of this

The need for such an investigationiS even greater at this time.
Con Edison is now operatin7 Indian Point No. 3 in its pre

operational phases under PASHY sunervision. Con Edison has already
applied to the Nuclear Regulatory Cormission for a 'full-term, full
power license" for Indian Point 7o. 3. At some time after the Dlant
becomes oDerative, PASY will an-IV for a license to operate the plant.
Several problems in this transfer are still unknownto the public,
including the reluctance of insurers to write'separate insurance
policies for three adjacent nuclear plants (Indian Point Ho. ""is still
shut down as unsafe) ODerated under different authorities. And this
spring, the glossed-over nroblem of dangers from nearby geological

faults will again be examined.
Therefore, I call upon the 'RC.and PASNY to suspend the
application for operating licenses for Indian Point NTo. 3. And I call
unon 'on Edison to close down Indian Point 'o. 2, all pending an
investigation of all charges by an indenendent board of scientists
and technicians.
I urge the Governor to establish shch a board
immediately. 1r. Pollard is not the only individual with serious
charges.
Last week, three General Electric senior engineers resigned,

asserting that nuclear Dower plants could not be built safely. And
itis rumored that a number of Con Edison embloyees at Indian Point
have terminated their employment in recent years under similar..
circumstances, but with no public attention.
- .
Con Edison. which was able to sell the Ho. 3 plant to the. State
by pleading financial hardship, is once again as robust as it was
before it suspended its dividends. The price of its stock is back
at the level where it was before taking this dramatic action for the
and the Public Service Commission.
benefit of the StateLegislaturemillion
so far for Indian Point;No. 3.
PASNY has paid Con Edison $354
The total eventual cost including financing, to the state agency,
may reach $600 million before the plant goes into operation. At this
time, it isessential that Con Edison and PASNY-renegotiate their
purchase agreement, so that, in the event the plant never goes 'into
oDeration, and it can be demonstrated either that Con Edison neglected
important"safety considerations or concealed them from State officials,
the utility will return a 'substantial portion of the funds to-the .
State.
I am today writing to Governor Carey, Chairman Fitzpatrick
of PASNY, Chairman Anders of the NRC, and Chairman Luce of Con
Edison, Concerning the matters I have raised in this statement.
..
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February 11, 1976

Mr. William A. Anders, Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Dear Mr. Anders:
I am concerned about the charges of NRC Project Manager, Robert D. Pollard,
as reported in the New York Times of February 10, 1976. Therefore, I would
appreciate your response to each of his general and specific charges below:
1. "The Indian Point plants have been badly designed and constructed and
are susceptible to accidents that could cause large-scale loss of life and
other radiation injuries, such as cancers and birth defects."
2. "The magnitude of the hazards associated with these plants has been
suppressed by the Government because the release of such information might
cause great public opposition to their operation."
3. The No. 2 reactor had a "serious design defect - submerged valves
that could render required safety systems inoperable during an accident."
4. Valves on the No. 3 plant "which are supposed to prevent escape of
radioactivity during accidents" were defective.

5. Electrical systems on the'No. 2 plant "suffer from the same fundamental
weaknesses as those which allowed a fire last year at the Brown's Ferry
plant in Alabama to paralyze much of that plant's vital safety apparatus."
I look forward to an early reply.

All the best.

Edward I. Koch
EIK:mj g
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February 6, 1976
:
Bernard C. Rusche, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Washington, D.C. 20555

.,,.-,.EWI.ESJA

•"

Dear Mr. Rusche:
On behalf of the Public Interest Research Group and the New York.:.
Public Interest Research Group, I am submitting the enclosed Petition
for Order to Show Cause. The petition deals with violations of Commission
regulations concerning emergency planning. for nuclear reactors at
New York's Indian Point facilities.
Any communications concerning the petition may be directed to my
office.

Sincerely,

Sirico, Jr.

*.

"-7

th
NUCLEAR RIEGULA'TORY COMI ISSION
Before

Washington,

D.C.

In the matter of violations of Commission.
regulations concerning em erg ency pl anning
for nuclear reactors at Indian Point,
New. York.
PETITION FOR ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. sec. 2.206, 2.202, and 50.100, the Public
Interest Research Group. (PIRG) and the New York Public Interest Research
Group (NYPIRG)

petition the Commission to issue a show cause order

against the Consolidated Edison Company and the Power Authority of the
State of New York (PASNY).

Con Ed is

licensee of the Indian Point I

and II nuclear reactors in Westchester County, New York.

It

and PASNY

are co-licensses. of Indian Point. III.
As we demonstrate below, plans for coping with nuclear accidents.
at Indian Point represent some of the worst nuclear emergency planning
in the country.

Though any nuclear incident that requires public safety

measures would wreak havoc,

it

is

inexcusable to compound the tragedy

by refusing to engage in sound steps to protect the public health and
safety.

Consolidated Edison, licensee of the Indian Point facilities,

has filed with the Commission emergency plans incorporating official

New York State emergency plans so inadequate that they fail to meet
the Commiss ion's minimum requmirements for stch plans and semriotisly
jeopardize the safety of citizens living amd working near the reactors.
As co-licens cc for Indiam Inotim

I I I, IPASNY has iot

reinedied tihe Viola

tions and must therefore assume equal responsibility for them.

-.

.

W

-2--"

1hough the Commission staff has been aware of these serious
the Commission has failed to take any remedial steps.

deficiencies,

PIRG and NYPIRG now foinnally request the Conunission to require the
licensees to show cause why their licenses should not be suspended
until emergency planning satisfies existing regulatory requirements..
We further seek the imposition of a fine on the licensees for
violating Commission regulations and misrepiesenting to the Commission
the adequacy of existing emergency plans.
TUE PETITIONERS
PIRG is
interest in

a pub)lic interest group seeking to advance the public
various policy areas,

of safe energy sources.

It

including nuclear power and the use

also serves as a clearinghouse and some

times as a representative for student supported Public Interest Groups
(PIRGs)

and citizen supported Citizen Action Groups

(CAGs)

throughout

It has participated in proceedings before this Comission.

the country.
NYPIRG is

a student supported public interest group seeking to'

further the public intere'st in

a number of policy areas including nuclear

power and the safe use of energy sources.

Its approximately 165,000

contributing members include many that reside and travel in proximity
to the Indian Point facilities.

NYPIRG has participated in proceed

ings before this Commission and before state level agencies concerned
with questions of nuclear power.
VIOLATIONS OF COMMISSION RULES AN1

REGULATIONS

Regu latory Requirements
Appendix E of Part 50 of. the Commission's regulations sets out
the minimum requirements
cribe in

its'

for the emergency

plans a licensee must des

Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and submit as part of

its

Final Safety Analysis Report.

Appendix E,

sectionf.. specifies

the content of these emergency plans.
thd plans submitted must include a description of the
elements set out in section IV to an extent sufficient
to demonstrate that the plans provide reasonable assu
rance that -appropriate measures' can and will be taken
in the event of an emergency to: protect the public ,.'
health and safety and prevent damage to property.
Fiere,

the licensees'

submission pursuant to section IV fails to provide

the "reasonable assurance" the Commission's regulations require.
Section IV(D),

for example,

requires emergency plans to contain:

"

Procedures for notifying, and agreements reached,7'
with local, state, and federal officials and agencies
for the early warning of the public and for public
evacuation or other protective measures should
warning, evacuation, or other protective measures
become necessary or desirable, including identifica
tion of the principal officials, by title and agency.
Thus mere reference to state plans and appropriate state officials is
inadequate unless the state plans and the agreements reached with
officials provide reasonable assurance for the protection of public

.

health and safety and the.prevention of property damage,' In the
present case, that reasonable insurance is lacking.

The same analysis

and conclusion applies to other subsections of Section IV.
We are not here asserting that the Commission has the authority to
order New York state officials to alter their emergency plans.

Rather,

we maintain that the Commission cannot permit a nuclear plant to
operate in a state where licensee-state plans and agreements are
inadequate to provide the reasonable assurance of appropriate emergency
measures--no more than the Commission could permit the siting of a

plant atop) an active geological fault.
of Appcndi.'E,

We further argue that in view

section III, a licensee submitting its Final Safety

Analysis Report Yepresents to the Commission that any referenced or
incorporated state plans or statc-licensee agreements must provide the
reasonable assurance of appropriate emergency measures the Commission
requires and that where such referenced plans and agreements are:

,

inadequate, the licensee has engaged in a misrepresentation to the
Commission.
In the case of Indian Point, the licensees' final Safety Analysis
Report incorporates by reference New York state plans.

As demonstrated

below, the referenced plans are absolutely inadequate.
The licensees' explicit reliance on them violates Commission
regulations.
The Failure ofEmergency Planning at Indian Point.
No plans for serious accidents--The most severe failing is the
absolute lack of planning for anything but a small accident.

The

licensees rely upon the New York State Emergency Plan for Major Radia
tion Accidents Involving Nuclear Facilities (Emergency Plan) (incor
porated by reference in licensee's FSAR Supp. 10, Jan. 19, 1973
(Q12.17a)).

This plan is designed to respond to an accident only 10%

of the Design Basis Accident used in setting 10 C.F.R. Part 100 siting
criteria.

The state planners have steadfastly refused to correct the

insufficiency.
Attached is correspondence between Harold E. Collins, Emergency
Preparedness, NRC Office of International and State Programs (formerly
AEC Office of Government Liaison) and Sherwood Davies, Director, Bureau
of Radiological

Health,

New-: York State I)eeartment of Health.

The

* k....

..

correspomdence di.scussos New York statc plan inadequacies part ia I ly in
light of "Guido and Chccklist- for Developmciit

and Evaluation of State

and Loc_11 C;overnmcnt Radiological Umergency R.csponse Plans in Support
of Fixed NLciclear Facilities," A[C,

Dec.

I, 1974 Revision (WASH

1293).

According to WASH! 1293:
Thlie AEC considers that it is reasonable, for purposes
..of emergency planning relativeto nuclear facilities,
to prepare for the potential consequences of accidents
of severity up to and including the most serious design
5basis
accident analyzed -for siting. purposes.
(A at 4)
lThe Sherwood letters of Jan. 6,

1975 and April 22, 1975, however, document

the state's stubborn adherence to 10% Design Basis Accident planning.
The New York state planning effort, then,

is plainly unsatisfactory by

WASI-! 1293 criteria.
As the March 27, 1975 Collins letter states, "It

was, and is, our

view.that there is an inevitable unpredictability about accidents, and
that emergency plans should be developed to respond to the entire poten
tial spectrum of accidents."

This policy corresponds with current

Commission policy statements.

As proposed Regulatory Guide 1.101 states,

"An important element of emergency planning for nuclear power plants is.
the recognition of a need to prepare to cope with a very broad spectrum
of potential consequences."

(Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power Plants

at 1.101-1 (Nov. 1975); see also sec. 4.1, 4.2).

In view of Commission

policy, state and, by incorporation, licensee planning for a 10% Design
Basis Accident cannot possibly satisfy the requirements of Appendix E
(IiI)
& (IV) in providing reasonable assurance that public health and safety
and property will be protected.

In his April 22, 1975 letter,

Mr. Davies attempts to sidestep the issue by alleging that the

.

state plans

"cover the complete spectrum of accidents...."

that "our basic differences
riust be incorporaLcd
to amply

but

stem from the question of what details

in- writing

in

an emergency plan as opposed

considering them in the preparation and formulation of

the plan."

AS the May.9, 1975 Collins letter makes clearthis

sleight-of-hand is unsatisfactory:
Since it is our position that all of the WASH 1293
elements are 'essential elements,' it is also our
position that each element should be addressed, in
writing, in the appropriate emergency plans or other
appropriate related documents developed by the State
and its
local government.
Unless this is done,*_
there is no effective way (short of passing. judgment
on oral or written rhetoric) for the NRC, or the
other involved Federal agencies to render an objec
tive evaluation of what, for the most part, are the
operational and technical elements of an effective
plan.

The state plans, then, fail to provide the requisite assurance
that appropriate public health and safety measures can and will
be taken.

Compliance with Appendix E (III&

IV) is rendered impossible..

The detailed functional description of state agencies responsible for

coping with larger incidents--required by Sec. IV (A)--and procedures for
notifying and agreements with government agencies and officials dealing
with larger incidents--required by Sec. IV (D)--are Varticul arly lacking.
Badly confused division of responsibilities among state agenciesThe vague, conflicting allocation of operational duties among governmental
agencies suggests a satire on bureaucratic thinking.

As the Nov. 22, 1974

Collins letter states:

/I/t is difficult to determine who is in charge of
response operations at any given time. There also
appears to be a lack o.L Coor ina Lion Dt::Cen the many"
involved State and local agncies.
Too much reliance
appears to be made on telephone contacts b.etween
various groups before definitive actions can be taken.

W

CWe also believe the emergency plans, as written, do.
riot provide the guidance necessary to allow a timely
and 6ffective response to a radiological emergency
by State and local authorities.- There does not appear
to be a clear 'concept of operations.'
In contrast, Appendix E(IV) (A) requires a functional description of the
state agencies responsible for coping with emergencies, including
a delineation "in which specific authorities, responsibilities,-,
and duties are defined and assigned, and the means of notification in the event of an emergency."

In its Final Safety Analysis

Report Supplement 10 (Jan. 19, 1973)

(Q12.17a), the licensee- in

corporates by reference the two relevant New York- state plans

-

"Emergency Plan for Major Radiation Accidents Involving Nuclear
Facilities," New York State Department of Health (Aug. 12, 1972)
(Emergency Plan) discussed above, and "Specific Operating Pro
cedures, Indian Point Station,"

(June 30, 1971) (hereinafter SOP),

the latter detailing specific use of the Emergency Plan.

Both

state plans define responsibilities in inexcusably vague and confusing":.
terms.

For example, under the I-ergency Plan, the state Department of

Transportation is to "coordinate the assistance" of other agencies.
(Sec. 3 at 2).

However, under the same plan, .the saime Department

I"may be requested to assist state and local agencies operationally

responsible in specific kinds of natural disaster, including
radiation accidents, to coordinate the assistance to be fur
nished in support of state and local disaster- efforts."
5 at 3-4)

(Sec.

Thus, one Department not only coordinates agency

efforts, it also may be requested to assist in coordinating

.

-8-

those efforts.

° "

This is indeed a very puzzling arrangement.

Moreover, the state Department of Health is "responsible for
initiating protective actions."

(Sec. 3 at 2)

A distinction

between this vaguely defined initiating function and the Depart
ment of Transportation's equally general coordination and assist
coordination functions is exceedingly elusive.
This ill defined allocation of functions could have serious
consequences since it suggests an accident scenario in which the
operational leadership is fragmented and confused.

The Emer

gency Plan states that a State Emergency Operations Center will
be set up in Albany, but fails to further describe its composi
tion or function. (at A-3)

The SOP, however, indicates this

Center has overall authority.

(Definitions at 1, Procedures at 1-3:

Minimal compliance with Sec.

IV(A)

is

also rendered impossible

by the state SOP's emergency classification system.
at 1-3)

(Procedures

Alert A covers the 10-30 rad site boundary dose rate.

Alert C covers "substantially more than'30 rad;" according to
a
footnote, "This means some multiple of 30."
gap, then, between Alert A and Alert C.

There is an obvious

Moreover, under the plan,

;evacuation does not even receive consideration until an Alert
C
:condition is reached. In contrast, the Environmental Protection
Agency reconmmends mandatory evacuation at 5 whole body rems.
(Manual of Protective Action Guides and Protective Actions for
Nuclear Incidents, Office of Radiation Programs, at 5.8, Sept._
1975, EPA-520/I-75-00i). "The disparity, demonstrates a total
fail
ure to deal with reality.

These inadequate plans, as incorporated

in the licensee's FSAR, plainly fail to meet the minimum require-".

"hJnst iSfacto rv i\,cedures
Section

IV (D) requires procedures

reached with,

warning,

for notifying agencies and officials

govx

rn:I'

cvacuation,

identification
.
of th

for notifying, and agreements

1..officials and agencies

concerning public

and other protective measures,

including

principal officials by title and agency...

Though the licensee plan calls for notifying the Westchester
Department of Health and the police departments and
fire
departmen ts in Verplanck and Buchanan,. (FSAR,
Supp. 17,. Radia

tion ConLing-ency Plan, at Sec. 5.2, April 27,
1973) the agree
ments reached with these local offices are lacking
and the.,
agency functions are left unclear. The state
Emergency Plan
(at 5) and the licensee plan (FSAR, Supp. 17,
Radiation Contin
gency Plan, at Sec. 7.31.4) both list the State Police
as the
primary agency to notify; however, the licensee
plan fails to
include any letter of agreement with that department.
Moreover,
the state SOP calls for primary notification of
the state Emer-.
gency Operations Center rather than the State Police
(Procedures.
at 1).

This tangle cannot possibly pass Inuster.

-Inadequate proedures for emergency drills-- Section IV(I) requires
the licensee to submit provisions for periodic .emergency drills that
include
"other persons (other than licensee employees) whose assistance
may be needed
in the event of a radiation emergency."

The licensee plan, however,

the need for participation by nonemployees.
Supplement 2, Amendmeont 16,

April

3, 197.2

ignores

According to FSAR

(Q12.12),

"Local Contin

gency and Site Contingency-radiation drills will
be conducted...
these drills will be planned so that they encompass
all aspects
of the contingency
lan and require all site organizations to be
fully involved in the drill.."

-10-

Though it is probably less demanding to conduct a drill that does
not include "outsiders," it is not what the Commission
requires.
Other dcficicn'sics--In addition to these specific
regulatory
violations,

numerous other failings render the plan inadequate
to,

provide the reasonable assurance of appropriate emergency
measures,
that Appendix E (III) requires. The licensee plan
lacks much:of the
.information called for by Regulatory Guide 1.70.14,
"Information for
Safety Analysis Reports Emergency Planning" (Dec.
1974). It. fails

to

describe the expected accident assessment
time, to estimate the
time required to notify the population at
risk and the means
assumed for such estimate as well as to estimate
evacuation
times. And, as previously discussed, it
does not clearly and'
functionally identify the agency or agencies
responsible for.
providing direction to the population at
risk.
The licensee plan, including the incorporated
state plans,
fails to even mention provisions for medical
treatment of the
civilian population. -The insufficiency of
emergency planning is
especially severe in light of Indian Point's
proximity to ex-.,
tremely high population density areas.- As
Westchester County
Executive Alfred DelBello has testified:
As far as we know, no other nuclear power
plant in
the Country is situated at a site as densely
popu
lated as the Westchester area that houses
the
Point facilities. 66,000 people live within Indian
a five
mile radius of Indian Point; 90,00.0 people
live
within a 20 mile radius of the plant;
16 million people live within 40 miles of
the facil
ity. Within the critical five-mile radius
area,
there are two hospitals, one of which is
a psychi
atric hospital with cipproximately 1,100 patients.
There are three prisons in that critical
area, one
of which is a miaxiiui security facility.
.
.

:

'lw

Testimony before the New York State
Power Authority on Acquisition

of. Indian Point III,' May 22, 1975

(attached).

As his complete

testimony makes clear, current emergency
planning provisions are

entirely inadequate.

I

"

ACTION REQUESTED
Petitioners therefore request that the Commission require
the licensbaes to show cause:.
1.

Why the licenses

of the Indian Point nuclear facilities should

not be suspended until all state and licensee
plans provide reasonable
assurance that appropriate, measures can and
will 1)c taken in the event of
an emergency to protect public health and
safety and prevent damage to
property and the requirements of Part 50,
Appendix E, sections III and IV
of the Commission's regulations are fully
satisfied.

2.

Why the licensees should not be fined
for failing to comply-with

Part 50, Appendix E, sections III and IV of
the Commission's regulations
and for misrepresenting to the Commission
that all emergency plans relating
to their plants provide reasonable assurance
that appropriate measures can
and will be taken to protect public health
and safety and prevent damage
to property.,
Respectfully submitted,

Of counsel:
Ronald Lanoue
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Statement

by
Alfred B. DelBello, County Executive
Westchester County, New York
V

before the
New York State Power Authority
on the subject of

Acquisition of Indian Point III

Thursday, May 22
Hendrick Hudson High School
.

New York

-Buchanan,

4,

I,•

. ..

,i

.

. , ,. •.

. '

. ...

completion and oper-ition of Indian PoiiL

II

tle State Po;cr

Authority.

Westchester County , government has,

by necessity,

front-line respon

sibility

in

plants.

No serious accident has ever occurred in

industry,

the event of a nuclear accident at

the Indian Point
the nuclear power

however this country has had onlya few years of operating

experience with a relatively small number of nuclear reactors.
Therefore, al'though the probability of a serious accident is

estimated to be small, it is-obvious that we must prepare for the
possibility of an event whereby radiation would be released from
the Indian Point facilities.

A study for what was formerly the Atomic Energy Commission, now the
Nuclear Regulatory Cormission, was conducted by Norman C. Rasmussen
of M.I.T. and made public last August.

This study concluded that a

reactor accident was highly unlikely and that the consequences of
such an accident were less serious than had been suggested by
-earlier

Commission studigs.

Dr. Rasmussen assumed that there would

be a successful evacuation of surrounding people when he projected
a low level of casualties in a nuclear emergency.

fle based his

conclusion on evacuation of a twenty-mile square area around nuclear.
plants in the event of radiation release.

*As far as we know, no other nuclear power plant in the Country is.
situated at a site as densely populated as the Westchester area that
houses the Indian Point facilities.

66,000 people live within a

ive.

-nile radius of Indian Point; 90,000 people live within a 20 mile
radius of the plant; 16 million people live within :40 miles of the
facility.

Within the critical five-mile radius area, there are tVO
-

~~~

1inn

~

1

n'~i'
n~t
nv

xai: nk ninrroxitI'V

1,100 patien:ts.

of -which is

i'icre are three prisohs in tzal

critical arca, ofC

a raximuum security facility.

it is clear that it would be impossible to evacuate this section of
the County in a manner recomtmended by the Rasmussen Report.

The area

is so densely populated that there would be more risk of radiation

exposure in an evacuation than there would be if people remained in
place.

Clearly, there are other safety procedures that must be designed in
order to protect the population affected by nuclear emergency.
is the question which we must raise at this hearing.
procedures,
emergencies?

as currently designed,

This

Are. safety

adequate to deal with nuclear

We submit that they are not.

Currently, the New York State Health Department has primary
responsibility for handling nuclear emergency with the. Westchester
County Office of Disaster and Emergency Services and the County
Health Department in supportive roles only.

These jurisdictional..

lines are overlapping and specific responsi)ilities are not clear.

The inadequacy of State planning for disaster has become a great
concern to, my administration.

For exampl.e, every school district

in our County has fire plans and fire drills whereby school child~r.en
are trained to protect themselves in the event .of a school fire.
The State has designed no equivalent procedure for a nuclear accident.

There is no program designed to train doctors or emergency medicl

personnel in the treatment of illness caused by radiation.

This is

a specialized subject and one which fuw doctors are oualificr

tn handle_

w

Additionally,

tHcre is

no hospital

.i"becn t ;et aside and

that

specifically equipped for nuclear emcrgency use.

By necessity,
limited.

our resources and expertise in

We must have State help

and emergency personnel

in

Codnty government are

training

local

police forces

to deal with nuclear emergency.

We need

specific expertise on decontamination procedures and radiological
medicine.

Under current disaster planning by the State, :these needs

have been met inadequately or not at all.

We therefore must request that Indian Point Iii not be made into an
operational nuclear plant until such time as- adequate emergency
procedures have been designed and implemented by State government.

The second question we wish to raise at this hearing is

that of

local tax loss should the State Power Authority decide to purchase
Indian Point III from Con Edison.
are tax-exempt, a takeover'uf
loss of over $2 million in

Since Power Authori.ty installations

Lhis faci.ity would mean a property tax

iestchester County, nearly,$1.5 million

of that amount within the Town o: Cortl1l"It.

In the Village of Buchanan,

the Number 3 plant represents over one fifth of the total assessed
valuation in the village and nearly 15

of the community's budget.

To cut these taxes off suddenly' with no relief for the localities
involved, will mean grave and sudden hardship to tow,.s and school.
districts.

* Provi-sion must be made for relief for the afc
they can develop

alternate sources of income.

to the affected districts
and a sudden

ted localities until
Payments must be made

to prevent a crisis in

intolerable burden on hard-pre:;scd

local
Iocal

government
taxpayer!.

-4

1W1e understand
Law,

that under Section 54S

of the Real

Property Tax

the State can 'provide gradually di;Ainishi~g Lax relief for

localities

affected by a State takeover.

Preliminary uork on this

matter has been clone by the State Board of Equalization and Assessment.

We request, however, that the State Power AuthOrity not decide to
acquire Indian Point III unless assurances are given of forthcoming
State relief.for the affected localities.

In conclusion, we ask as well that no more nuclear plants be brought
on line in this densely populated area unless and until clear-cut and
sufficient disa-ster plans are designed and i.mplemented by State
government.
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January 6, 1975.
Harold E.. Collins.
Atomic Energy Commission
Emergency Preparedness
Washington, D. C. 20545
Dear Mr. Collins:
This is in reply to your letter
of November 22, 1974 relative to
the New York
State Emergency Plan for Major Radiation
Accidents Involving Nuclear Facilities
We appreciate receiving these co.ents
and the offer of assistance in the
prep
aration of any revisions to the
plan.
As you may know, in 1962 New York
State made the first comprehensive
around a nuclear facility (Indian
Point) and developed emergency response survey
A paper discussing these plans was
plans
published in
ecan Journal of Public
in %he
the Americ
Health in December 1962 entitled
"Protecting the Environment Around
a Nuclear Po cer
Reactor- A State Health Departent
Acts." Our evaluation of the potential
actor accidents at that time concluded
for
IJ
that the primary concern was contaminationre.,
of milk, food, and water supplies.
In the subsequent years, we have
worked closely.with the US Atomic
*Co-Lmission and Utility staff to
Energy
insure that emergency response plans
are
adequate
to-protect the citizens of New York
State.
Our present plans have been developed
based on an accident which is
Design Basis Accident used to determine
if the 10 CFR 100 siting criteria 10% of
Testimony by Dr. Dudley Thompson,
are met.
USzEC, at the USAEC's Indian Point
No. 2 hearing
on November 12, 1971 supported New
York State's position by stating:
1) that realistically should a
Design Basis
probability that the actual consequences Accident occur, there is a high
would be less severe probably
by a factor of 10 or more;
2)

3)

the level of projected radiation
dose would be substantially lower
than
the 10 CFR 100 siting criteria;

the geographic area of coverage
appropriate for advance emergency
planning
is approximately the same as
the Low Population Zone; and
4) accidents greater than 10% of
the consequences of. the Design Basis
Accident
-.are exceedingly improbably and
that such "accidents might call for
resou:ces
beyond those covcred by the deveoped
advance emergency p
.

Harold E. Collins-
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Since that time best estimate calculations of the Loss o.f Coolant Accidents
have been performed by applicants and the USAEC and
these calculations indicate
that the off-site radiolo;ical consequences are less
than 1% of those for the
Design Basis'Accidcnt.
Tlie'USAEC's Environmental Impact Statement on nuclear
facilities indicates off-site consequences of a magnitude
well within 10 CFR 20
limi ts.
!,

In the State's current plan, detailed planning for accidents
up to

and in
cluding 10% of the Design Basis Accident is provided
in Alert "A" of the New York
State Specific operating Procedures. Alert "C" provides
for marshalling all re
sources for any accident having off-site consequences
greater than that covered in
Alert "A". We now understand that, you are requesting
the State to provide detailed
response plans for an accident that is 10 times more
than the USAEC previously re
quired and to provide detailed plans for the evacuation
of the population in sub
stantial areas beyond the Low Population Zone.
Your November 22, 1974 letter suggests that we review
our planning documents
against the planning elements in the USAEC "Guide and
Checklist," dated December
1973, and consider expanding the sections which are
deficient and addressing those
vhich are absent.
On July 5, 1974, ..r. T. K. DeBoer, representing the
New York
State Atomic Energy Council, posed a number of questions
to 'r. Herbert H. Bro.rn
relative to this Guide and Checklist. Nany of these
points go to-the heart of the
concept of the New York State Plan and before meaningful
amendments can be made to
it, it is felt a response should be made to the points
Mr. DeBoer addressed. We
would appreciate your advising us as to whether the USAEC staff believes
that there
is a greater probability of the occurrences of the Design
Basis Accident and its
off-site consequences than was previously believed.
We feel that if the Drobability *.
of an accident occurring with off-site consequences
comparable to the Design Basis
Accident is indeed extremely low, then there is no justification
for the extensive
detailed advanced planning that the Commission now
appears to require.
The WASH-1400 Reactor Safety Study, USAEC analyses and
applicants' analyses
show that there is a wide variety of reactor accidents
that can be considered and
that a corresponding wide range of 'off-site consequences
and related probabilities
exists for these accidents. The WASH-1400 report indicates
that the probability
of 100 or more fatalities resulting from toxic gases.
is I in 100 years; tornado
1 in 5 years; hurricane I in 5 years; and for 100 nuclear
reactors I in 10,000
years. We believe that the USA.EC is placingundue emphasis
on detailed planning
for a catastrophe with an extremely low probability
of occurrence.
One aspect of the New York State Plan that we agree
requires further development
is the response of local authorities in the immediate
post-incident period while the
State's resPonse is, bing marshalled. At the present
time, planning activity is
being carried out with local authorities on this aspect
of the State's overall plan.
Another aspect of our plan that we are expanding concerns
surveillance and protection
of our water systems, milk, milk products, and food.
In the accidents which have
the greatest probability of occurring, the potential
for human radiation exposure
from ingestion of contaminated water, food, milk or
milk products is vastly greater

Al
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than exposure from inhalation. We believe that priorities for detailed planning
should be undertaken based upon probabilities of the accident and the potential
for human exposure.
To date there has been no specific, Federal guidance! as to "acceptable" limits
of population exposure from air, water, food, or milk. We have used as our guide
Federal Radiation Council Reports Nos. 5 and 7 and based on these reports, the area
that must be considered extends a considerable distance beyond the Low Population
Zone. The Indian Point site presents a specific problem to us. In addition to a
large population, we have a Federal psychiatric hospital, State rehabilitation
hospital, and U.S. M,1ilitary Academy all within a relatively short distance from
the site.
New York State is considering utillization of the $250,000 planning grant
available through the Federal Disaster _Assistance Administration (FD.AA) for
assistance in the development of a number of disaster planning program areas. One
of these areas is the one concerning State and Local response to major accidents
involving a nuclear facility. in accordance w..ith FDiVI requirements, a formal
application will be presented at an appropriate time for assistance in thes4
various programs.
Your offer that a field cadre be sent to New York for help in the development
of the State's radiation emergency response plans is appreciated. However, until
some of the points discussed above, and in Fir. DeBoer's letter of July 5, 1974 are
resolv-ed, it is doubtful that the State could benefit from this type of direct
assistance.
In considering this whole subject it must be realized that if State and local
agencies.must now plan for the evacuation of areas beyone the Low Population Zone,
it will be necessary for us to look at each nuclear facility now operating and to
evaluate how effective we would be in protecting the population from consequences
of an accident 10 times greater than heretofore required by the USAEC. It should
also be noted that if the probability of an accident is considered great enough.
to require extensive advanced detailed planning to cope with it, then consideration
should be given to the fact that the probability of such an accident and the risk
to the public may be too great to permit the construction and operation of -nuclear
power reactors.
I would appreciate hearing as soon as possible so that we can proceed with
our further review of emergency plans.
Ver

uly yours,

Sherwood Davies, M.P.H., P.E.
Director
Bureau of Radiologica! Health
cc:

Major General J. C. Baker
Mr. J. Hayes
Mr. T. K. DeBoer
Mr. L. Czech
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This will acimiwledge receipt of your letter of January 6th.relatin
to the New York State E:er.-ency Plan for Major Ratiation Accidents
involving Nuclear Facilities and your apparent concern with tha impact
of of cderal aency.guidance in the further cevelop.ent of this plan.
derstand it, and as it is outlined in your,
:Yourbasic concern, as I
to be that the scope of ener-oncy planning to be under
sees
.ltter,

taken by.States and local iovern-ents to arz-ure protection of the public
.
health and safety should be based -upon a hypothesized -accident of daflned
is recorriendinI- that
you express concern that t1he NIRC
*7lixits. Further, response•
lans for an accident thalt is 10 tines -ore
.ew York rovtde
.i:.
serious
.
understood
go,"
plnwas considered appropriate a few years ago,
and
. th than
youyou
houlhad inelud

.

"

and. that you should --clude plans for the cvacuntio:i of the population in
S;,areas beyond the Low Population Zone surrouiding' nuclear facilities in
.
'
.th* 'State. .
of the reasons for this concern centers about the internretation of
.:.:AEC testizony on July 12, 1971 in a hearing concernin- the Indian Point - ... " ";"
',Nuclear Facility (L'nit. 2), which you cite in your letter. I This testimony ...
It ,as, and is-.
was not intended to set arigid li.it. on e:rercncy plans.
" .our view that there is an inevitable unnredictabIlity about accidents,
should be developed. to respond to. the entire'. .
and that cner-gency plans
potential spectrum of accidents. ..
-,.Oree

I

.

The adequacy of planned response, i.e. the state of preparedness, Iso.f
...
course, a.ratter of Jud-ent. 14e'cousider that docunaented State plans
.constitute one of the important elements of evidence that, can be Judged .
.With respect to such plans relative to fixed nu.clear facilities, we have
frequently referred to as our. "Cuide and. Ch -cklist".
'Si!-1293,
developed
for the express purpose of provilinn an objective basis for raking suc
.."judg..ents. 'c-~have reco.nized that nany of the ch..:cklist iter : are
:ubject to broad interpretaticns anf it *.as for this reason that we '
1:atternted to gulde the reader with the Introduction section of this
doctrent, You may already have r(-conized that this was one of the
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significant changes from the -draft version of the "Guide and Chec1:1±st"
reco.nized
•
v
973.
'•hich we distritued in 'o-enb)r
con.n.

questions which

the',
iich is one of your prtry

'of

St

concerts,

is

-rnerfe!cy
typis0cd by the qucnry

p.anriers have raised,

'

big

an accident do. ve need to prepare fo-I?" Our response to this question
in found in.th- s"t.ent in Section 1.D.2
•is'intended to be direct, .
the 'ma-nitue of the accident" which indicates
Sconcer.in

Ye consider ta- it is rensonab.h, -for purpos
th

.,o

and

.

of emcrgcncy plmi.

relative to fixed nuclear facilities, to prepare for the potential conse
oJ accidents of severity up to and includin!; the most serious
quences
"
.design basis accident nalyzed for sitir- pirposes.. It wau our intent
here to call attention to the fact that the coasequences of such accidents
,as analyzed . for siting-purposes arc treated.in an extremely conservative..-..
a r. i.on and stand • in ared contrast to the far !,ore likely consequences "
of. the. s7e accidents (insida the plant) as analyzed on a much ore probabi
lis tic basis and represented in "n-vironmental Stater:ats prepared for each
consequences to be quite.
considler the r-ane of aossAble
facility. Thus,Wewecan
an do assert that the probability of occurrence of
.road indeed.
-'accidents withn consequences borderin the i,.ost severe end of this scale is
19•
",S.1-A
exceedingly 1'.;, and as you correctly point out, the draft r=.port
.
bosical
not
bave
We
assertion.
this
to
wei+:ht
appears to add considerable
s about the likelihood oL accidents but we be3.ieve that it
c..hanged our the
to .+"" spectruM of.. .
"
. "potential
-is prudent to develop
.
:: entire
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".. to respond
... plans
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."

accid-ants,

Furthcr .insight into our vie-h"s ;ay also be
staterent in
-..hat (emergency)
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clear
at Section l.D.l to the effect that ittheis-areas
.of
incroasinr;ly definitive. as
should be
-plans

considerationare located closer to the site (of the accident). WVe consider
.that it is manifestly prudent to have co-prehensivc ear.g-ncY plans but
ea1yu
tb a should .not be construed as inplyiTng the 11ind of excess-v
coments and those of it. T. X. DeBoer seem to be concerned about.
z::ith regard. to Mr. T. K. Peloer's letter of July 5, 1974, to Mr. Hlerbert H.
.
Brou.m,-we perceived thiG letter to have been written as a response to -our
'73,
16,
r.ents on our November
.letter of June 17, 1974, requcsting coWe could not,
,IASH-1293.
e precursor to
interim "Guide and Checklist,"
.
States and other interested parties cozcernin 5 the review and revision
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Where-feasible, ho.ever, specific construc
.-of the ."Guide and Checklist.
States and others, ware incorporated into
from.the
received
tive corMa.-ents
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I IAS2-1293.
concerning eergency /,reparedncss that you refer to
.As to the quet-H-
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uean pos-d in 1-1r. Deor's letter, we assu.:e that w'ba, you 1,e
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in nind are tie 4quJstios raised in your dratft ,ttachnent to your letter
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..-of January 16, 1974, to Dr. Clifford K. Beck, thenthe Director of the
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a num~ber of opinions which are essentially thn sai.e r.s the questions. ranised
in t he dra t t-nh~nt to yo-ur .nuary 16, 1974 letter and whilch, inthe
~tain, be.z- ot, cortin intcerna policies aind problems sjpecific to the State
of .. 1c ti Y o r'k As. you :avrecal 1, Dr. B~c an' AC 3taff mtexbers,.viet with
the
New York State renre sentatives in Bethosda ona Ma'rch 5, 1974, to dscuss
altahough
that
recall
questions ra~din your letter of Jnnuaiy 16.. 1
dif f reint- vicempoints weere expresscd upom somec of the questions, there was
York could and
.genern1 a'crcent that there vere certain ste'ps that .11'
Ihudtake to, inrove its RnJiological17Energency Rexsponse posture supportive
.

of fixemd nuiclear facilities.

.....

.

.

The NR C kind other involved atencies have Fiederally assigned responsibilities
to encourn.me- tlha devclopezent anid i~prove-mcnt of State and local' governuent
P-ndiologSical. Er.-cency Responsa Plans in support of fixed nucear facilities.%I
Thme Fedral Of-ice o; Prz!Pnrc.1ne~s, Gent'rn! Services AdIministrat-loa is ax
these responsibiities to incluCa transportation accidents involv
pandin
ing radio ct4v - ztnrinls. Thi !:?C r,: '"Lea4I Agency' in nuclear i-.ci-dont
ermcrgency res-,-onse plnnng snup-ortive of fixced facilitiee, in cooperation
*With' othewr Veeal- a,-cncl.s, is at en---t~ng to -et thesea responsibilf ties
:hy..rovidr~ g i'c4 (e.-. WASIE-l291), Eorr-'nl trainin! assistance and our
assis tance effort carried out- by the Federal Iinteragancy Field.Cadre.
i
feld'
We re gret that you are of the o~inf on that ozir Fede-ral Interagency
Cadre couldl not bn of as3istarnce to you. '1e 'believe-and honfa th;at most
*Sta'tes share our concerns and will try to I-r.-rovLo their radiological
eaco h
e-rency resnonse posture vuithin tiL-.i'r e-ti sting- resources
opi ion that State- can do this 'by i-arinIzIn- cooperation a-ong the various
co n.innnt' State age-ax'ies havin- e.-e r-cncy prcparedne-ss responsibilities
and. by. ~skn, iprovemeats in their plans wher necessar.
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.,_.Our

of fer of assistance remains,

should you'desire it.
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arold E.. Collins
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April 22, 1975

Mr. Harold Collins

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of International and State Programs

Washington, D.C.

20545

Dear Mr. Collins:
In reply to your

letter of Narch 27,

1975, we agree ,that accidents are

completely unpredictable and that emergency plans should
be developed to
respond to the entire potential spec.trum of accidents.
The "New York State
Emergency Plan for Major Radiation Accidents involving
Nuclear Facilities",
and the Specific Operating .Procedures (SOP) for each
nuclear-facility site
and the supplemental response plan which deals with
contamination of milk,
food, or water sources, cover the complete spectrum
of accidents from a puff
release to an accident having offsite consequences
greater than the Design
Basis Accident (Alert C).
In fact, we have expanded our plan to deal not
only with the inhalation dose, but the potentially
more serious problem of
contamination of milk, food, and water sources.

It is our intent to take the necessary action to protect
the population
in the vicinity of nuclear facilities whether exposure
occurs from inhalation
or ingestion.
New York State representatives met with U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission.
staff on January 15, 1971 to discuss our overall approach
to emergency
planning and to establish the accident level fo.r which
detailed plans should
be required. Our response plan was developed in 1971
based upon the limits
agreed upon at this meeting and was not solely based, as you state in your
letter, upon our interpretation of the AEC testimony
of November 12, 1971
in connection with Consolidated Edison Unit No. 2.
Apparently our basic differences stem from the question
of what details
must be incorporated in writing in an emergency plan
as opposed to amply
considering them in the preparation and form;,ulation
of the plan.
At the
.March 5, 1974 meeting with Dr. Beck that you referred
to, the State represen
tatives were assured that it was the USAEC's intent
that the items in the
Draft guide and checklist must be considered in the
plan preparation and
that .th. details did not have to be .r.
into t1:e plan.
!,'e .ould specific
ally like to know if this is MC's inc:nt govcrning
the application of the
December 1, 1974 revision of the guide and checklist
(WASH 1293).

April,

1975

Mrf iarold Collins
emergency response plan since 1962
We have maintained a nuclcar facility
our plans. We have recently drafted
and updating
improving
are continuously
and
provide surveillance and control over milk,
which will
to our'plan
a supplement
Population exposure
and water soutces.
milk products, agricultural products, producers may bo a vastly greater problem
contamiinated
is the first
from ingc-stion of these
that New York State
believe
We
inhalation.
with the ingestion
than exposure from
plan to deal specifically
detailed
a
such
to develop
problem.
the
in the protection of
primary interest is
our
that
combined.
assured
the
Please be
accomplished through
that this can only be
believe
We
agencies.
public.
local
of Federal, State, and
cooperative efforts

Director
Bureau of Radiological11ealth
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cc:

Major General J. C. Baker
14r. Theodore K. DeBoer
11r. Edward H. Smith'
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;,.845 Central Avenue
AanyP New York. 12206.
Dear M~r.

Davies:

.*.

Tn reply. to y o ur- letter

of A

EmageicyPrp-rdnssact-,

2nd cOncl

)

t ias

in

N'e York State's

s towyrj tad to fled nuclear

in e=argcncy plzn development do stmfomtcqueston 'of wI at dti~
bust -b- iticorocratcd in w.riting, in cn emerFgoncy plcau, as, oppoced to.
aqrkly considering nhez in the preparnotion and formulation of the plan? .'

1: discu!sed the ans-wer to this ocotion b oth in the irzar-ency Pr ardness,
Vtorks3hop and follo%*:inFg ny fncriinl presentation at- the recent l!iycnniss
~ectngf te
aio-l
Conference of Radiation Control Pro~razn Dirc
3
We c ,onsider that a coT prelcr.3iva State R~aiological !Im.er-ency P e ponze
Pla rhould contain all o' the ezsental clonents outlined In our"Ck
and Checklist for Dcvclo-p~rert -zni E~valuation of Sta te and Local Govcarnment
1taiol~'iaJ. E-.rgency Response ?1ann in Support of F'iyxd N1uclear Facilb.Je3
(1WAS il293).
..-

*

...

.

Under our interageancy arran !enent aeon- Federal a-encies, the .1RC is..........
rc~nible for 'Trcviec-n' and concurr-Ing" _n R1adiolo-i cal Emergency
PCSDOMOn.Plcns, in Support of Fix-ed 1iucleataiiis
Wa would, ofcus,
find it difficult, if not innossible, to ascertain whether or not aa essen
tial element of the planninp: has been "amply considered in the preparation.
and f orza'xlation of the pl1an" Lnless it is docu:cented in the plani.
.

-<

Since it iri our positioa that all of tho WAi-293 elcricts aire "eso-ntial
-elements", it is also, our osition that each cler.ent should be addressed,
in writirZ., in the aD-opriatec-Latrtrncy plans or other- appropriateL related
doctments developed by the State anId itS loCal goVejrents. Unless th-I.
i.done, thtere ±in no effective. way. (short of Pass-inj judg~ant on1 oral or
rttarhetoric)
for th'e 1MC or the other involved federal agencies to
.render an objective evaluation of wlhat,' for the most rart, are the,
operitional and teclinic'l clennts of an effective plan.-*
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FOR PUBLIC
NYN0222/8-00
SCENTISTS'rINeTITUTE
49 East 53 Street. New York, NY 10022

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
President:
Alan McGowan

212/688-4050

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Past President:

Margaret Mead. Ph.D.
Chairman:
Barry Commoner. Ph.D.
Vice Chairman:
Peter J. Caws, Ph.D.
Vice Chairman:
Donald Dahisten, Ph.D.
Vice Chairman:
Allen C. Nadler, M.D.
Secretary:
Glenn Pauison, Ph.D.
Treasurer:
Martin Sonenberg,
M.D., Ph.D.

Dear Sirs:
It has been brought to our attention (by the League of Women
Voters of New Castle, N.Y.) that your public hearings on the
potential earthquake dangers and related hazards involving
the Consolidated Edison Nuclear facility at Indian Point, have
been relocated from New York State to Bethesda, Md. While these
hearings, before your Appeal Board, are now in recess, we under
stand that the July sessions are also scheduled for Bethesda.
We are, frankly, puzzled by the logistical strategy behind your
hearing site selection, especially in view of the fact that the
present series of hearings began in New York State.
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We understand the budgetary and other difficulties imposed upon
a federal commission by the necessity of transporting an entire
proceeding to states which may be some distance away. Nonetheless,
it seems to us that the primary consideration involved is the
public's right to know -- particularly the public which is most
directly affected by the outcome of the hearings -- and to par
ticipate the decision-making process.
The current situation is even more puzzling since we are advised
that both the New York State Atomic Energy Council and the Con
solidated Edison Company have requested that the hearings be held
in New York State.
The public's right to, and access to full scientific information
concerning public policies under review is an essential part of
our democratic system. We hope you will agree.
Looking forward to an early reply,

FJ/mm

cc: Carole Lieberman, president, League of Women Voters of New Castle;
Peter A.A. Berle, commissioner, N.Y. State Dep't of Environmental
Conservation;
Sen. Jacob K. Javite;
Sen. James L.Buckley;
Waymon Dunn, deputy assistant to the chairman, Consolidated Edison.
Co. of N.Y.

